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Abstract. In this paper it is proved that the semigroup associated with the one-
dimensional thermoelastic system with Dirichlet boundary conditions is an exponen-

12 2tially stable C0-semigroup of contraction on the space H0 x L x L . The technique
of the proof is completely different from the usual energy method. It is shown that
the exponential decay in 3 (s/) recently obtained by Revira is a consequence of our
main result. An important application of our main result to the Linear-Quadratic-
Gaussian optimal control problem is also discussed.

1. Introduction. Consider the linear one-dimensional thermoelastic system

Utt - Uxx + y6x = °> (0, 7f) X (0, +00), (1.1)
dt + yuxt~kdxx = 0> (0, 7T) X (0, +00), (1.2)

subject to the Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions

U\x=0,n = e\x=0,n = ° fOTt>0 (1.3)
and initial conditions

"l,=o = MoW > u,\,=0 = Mi(x)' 0l(=o = 0o(*)> O-4)
where u is the displacement, 0 is the temperature deviation from the reference
temperature, and y, k are positive constants depending on the material properties.
By introducing the new variable (velocity)

v = ut, (1.5)
system (1.1), (1.2) is equivalently reduced to the abstract first-order evolution equa-
tion

j-t=^y (i-6)
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with

y = I ̂ 2 I = I V I (Ly)

and

0 -yD | . (1.8)
-yD kD2

Here we have used the notation Dl = d' jdx1. Let

be equipped with the norm

H = //'(C2) x L2(Q) x L2(Q) (1.9)

lly||w = (ll^1l|2 + l|y2l|2 + ||>'3||2)1/2, (1.10)

where || • || is the L2 norm in Q = (0, n).
Instead of dealing with Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4), we will consider Eq. (1.6) with the domain

&(s/) = (//2 n//0') X Hq X (H2 n Hq). (1.11)

Recall that for a C0-semigroup T(t) on Hilbert space H if there exist positive
constants M and a such that \\T(t)\\^,^H H) < Me~"' for t > 0, then we say
that T(t) is exponentially stable. It was known (e.g., see [R]) that sf generates a
contraction CQ-semigroup T(t) on H. We are interested in the following problem:
Is T(t) exponentially stable? In this paper we will give a positive answer to this
question and prove the following main result.

Theorem 1.1. The operator sf: 3f(sf) c H —► H defined in Eq. (1.8) generates a
C0-semigroup T(t) of contraction on H. Moreover, T{t) is exponentially stable,
i.e., there exist constants M > 0, a > 0 such that

\\nOM{H,H)<Me-a' W>0. (1.12)

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.1, we recall some related results. Dafermos
[D] probably was the first to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution to
the initial boundary value problem for the linear thermoelastic system. In 1981
Slemrod [S] considered system (1.1), (1.2) as well as the nonlinear thermoelastic
system. He used the energy method to prove that if u and 6 satisfy Dirichlet-
Neumann or Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., u satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary condition and 6 satisfies the Neumann boundary condition or vice versa,
then the solution to system (1.1), (1.2) has exponential decay rate as time goes to
infinity. More precisely, what he essentially proved is the following.

Suppose u0 e H2, u{(x) e Hl , and dQ{x) e H2 satisfy the compatibility condi-
tions; then there are positive constants M and a such that

IKWII2 + KWII2 + IKWII2 + IIMX)H2 + K*(X)H2 + ll0(')ll2 + l|0,(OII2
+ 110,(Oil2 + IIMOII2 < M(\\u0\\2h> + ||«,||2„, + \\d0\\2„>)e-a' vr > 0. (1.13)
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In the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions the problem whether Eq. (1.13)
holds remained open for a long time. Recently, Racke and Shibata [RS] considered
system (1.1)-(1.4) as well as the nonlinear case and used the spectral analysis method
to obtain the polynomial decay rate of the solution. Rivera [R] also considered system
(1.1)—(1.4). He proved the estimate (1.13) by using the energy method again and
a tricky way to deal with the boundary terms. Racke, Shibata, and Zheng [RSZ]
extended Rivera's results to nonlinear thermoelastic systems with small initial data.

We would like to point out here that the estimate (1.13) does not imply the stronger
statement (1.12). The latter estimate has important impact in control theory (see,
e.g., [GRT, BLM]). In the cases that the boundary conditions are Dirichlet-Neumann
or Neumann-Dirichlet type as stated before, Hansen [H] recently succeeded in prov-
ing Eq. (1.12) by simply expanding u and 6 into series of sine and cosine functions
respectively, then decoupling the system, and directly calculating the correspond-
ing eigenvalues of sf . However, the decoupling technique failed for the case of
Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions.

In this paper we use a completely different method to prove Theorem 1.1. The
following characteristic condition [Hu, Theorem 2', p. 51 ] for an exponentially stable
C0-semigroup on Hilbert space H will play a very important role in our proof.

Theorem 1.2. A C0-semigroup T(t) — e',c/ on Hilbert space H is exponentially
stable if and only if

sup{ReA; 2.ea(s/)}< 0 (1-14)
and

sup ||(A - j/)~'1| < +00 (1-15)
ReA>0

hold. Here tr(j/) stands for the spectrum of j/ .
In Sec. 2 we will use a contradiction argument and this theorem to prove Theorem

1.1. Two important remarks are given in Sec. 3.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first recall that the operator s/ defined in Eq. (1.8)
is an infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup of contraction on Hilbert space H.
Indeed, by definitions (1.8) and (1.10) we have

H
f71 2 2

= / (Dy2 ■ Dyx+ D yl-y2- yDy^ • y2 - yDy2 ■ y3 + kD y3 ■ y3) dx
JO

= -^ii^3ii2<°-

(2.1)
Moreover, the fact that Re(I-sf) = H can be proved by a standard Faedo-Galerkin
method or some other method (see [R], [BLM], or [GRT] for details). Thus the
conclusion of sf being an infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup of contraction
follows from the well-known Lumer-Phillips theorem. Let

"o-irf o) (2'2)
and consider the eigenproblem

*o
y 2)
M^AP1) (2.3)
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in Hi x L2. It turns out from Eq. (2.3) that

y2 = > (2-4)
D2y, = Xy2. (2.5)

A straightforward calculation yields that the eigenvalues are

kn = in, X_„ = -in (n = 1,2,...) (2.6)

and the corresponding eigenfunctions

[\ f ~ sin nx\ /T/^sin«x\
e„ = \ -[ ■ ), e „ ~ \ — . ). (2.7)" \n\ismnxj \n\-ismnxj

We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.1 using Theorem 1.2 and a contradiction
argument. Suppose Theorem 1.1 is not true. Then by Theorem 1.2, one of Eqs.
(1.14) and (1.15) must fail to hold.

(i) If Eq. (1.15) fails to hold, then there must exist a sequence of Xn e C and
a sequence of hn e c H with ReAn > 0, ReAn -> 0 (as n —► +oo) and
\\hn\\H = 1 such that

ll(V-^)U H->0. (2.8)
As a result, we have

R e«XnI-j/)hn,hH)H = ReAJhn\\2H-Re(j*hn,hn)H

Therefore

= Reln + k\\Dh{ni]\\2->0. (2.9)

II^IY-O. (2.10)
It follows from Eq. (2.8) that the first two components of (XnI - sf)hn must also
converge to zero. That is

(V •a/o)(A(2)) + (},^(3) o. (2.i i;

Combining Eq. (2.11) with Eq. (2.10) gives

<hll)
(XnI *K))^(2) 0. (2.12)

(2.13)

Since the eigenfunctions {e±n} form a basis in H0 x L , we have

2) j -
//o

By the Poincare inequality and \\hn\\H = 1 , we have

llOl < const .||Z)^3)||-+0 (2.14)

(hn\ _ ^^(2))- J2 amer
v'n ' /=-oo, 140
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and
'h[l)\ +2$ 2

M2) = E K/l-1- <2-15>
H„xL2 /=-oo, //0

Therefore, it follows from Eq. (2.12) that

(V A(1)
o>\hm

2
+00

E - ,7K/*/
/=—oo, /7^0

+00
,2, ,2

2

(2.16)

E K-«rK/r-o as A2 —> +00.
/= — 00, / 7^0

If for « large enough, |An - z71 > 8 > 0 for all I, then |an ;| —»■ 0, a contradiction
with Eq. (2.15). Thus we derive from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) and ReAn —> 0 that
there exists /(«) e {±1, ±2, ...} such that as n —> +00

' K ~ H(n) -* 0,
«„,/-> 0, (///(«)) (2.17)
\an,l(n)\ ' 1 '

and it follows from Eq. (2.13) that

„0K
h(2)) an,l(n)el(n) 0. (2.18)

It turns out from Eq. (2.12) that

|\il(n)h™ - h™\\Hl - 0, ||il{n)hf - D2h{nl)\\ - 0. (2.19)

Taking the third component of Eq. (2.8) into consideration, we have

WW? - kD2fln} + rDhn] II - °- (2"2°)
Therefore, from Eq. (2.17) follows

\\il{n)h{*] - kD2h<3) + yDh™|| - 0. (2.21)

Since |/(«)| > 1 , it turns out from Eq. (2.21) that

0. (2.22)
tyri)

Noticing that Eqs. (2.19) and (2.18) imply

0,

ihf _ * D2*'" + *Dh?" l{n) " l(n) "

1 -Dhi2) - iDh{nl) Dhn] ~ \flan,mCOsl(n)X 0, (2.23)l(n) "

we obtain
1 "" ' 0. (2.24)1 r"'(2)DK - iy ~an.l(n) COS/(«)X/(«) "
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Combining Eq. (2.24) with Eq. (2.22) yields

0. (2.25)ih"]" 7^y£)2/'«3) + '>\/^Q«,/(«)cos/(rt)x/(«)

Let
, - ^
" l(n)'

Then Eq. (2.25) can be rewritten as

ll*J = il(n)zn - kD2zn + iyyj\an l(n) cos l(n)x

(2.26)

0. (2.27)

Taking the real part of the inner product of gn with -D2 zn, we have

^S„,D2zn) = k\\D2zn ||2 + Re (iy^an l{n) cos I(n)x, -D2 z)j

= k\\D2zn\\2 - Re ^yyj^an l{n)l(n)sml(n)x, Dz}j (2.28)

-Re^>yfa"'/('I)C0S/(")X'jDZ") '

To estimate the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.28), we use the well-known
Nirenberg inequality to obtain

I EE RC [iy\HanJ(n)COsl^X-DZn
(2.29)

<Ci\\Dzn\\L~

<c2\\D2zn\\l/2\\Dzn\\l/2 + c,\\Dzn\\

where c,, c2 , and c3 are positive constants depending only on y and Q . Therefore,
applying Young's inequality yields

/ < ^\\D2zn\\2 + !c24/V1/3||Z)zJ2/3 + c3\\DzJ. (2.30)

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.28) can also be estimated as follows:

Re H>\/pvW('j)sin/('j)x' Dzni Rel ^\l lan,l(n) sin/(«)JC, Dh[ni]

On the other hand,

<MK,iwI|K!)II-0. (2.31)

I Re(«„ , D2z„)\ < ±\\gf + |||D2z„||2. (2.32)
Combining Eq. (2.28) with Eqs. (2.30)-(2.32) and (2.26), we conclude that

\\D2znf < pllsj2 + 3c2/3^"4/3||^i3)||2/3 + ^(c3 + |y| \anJ{n)\)\\Dh^\\ -> 0. (2.33)
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Let wn e H2 n Hq be a solution to the equation

H(n)wn-kD2wn + iy\J^an l{n) cosl(n)x = 0, (2.34)

which will be solved explicitly by a Fourier series expansion method later on. It is
clear from Eqs. (2.27) and (2.34) that

||il(n){zn - wn) - kD2{zn - wn)|| -» 0. (2.35)
In the same way as before, we obtain

Hence
\\D2(zn-wn)\\^0. (2.36)

\\D2wJ^0. (2.37)
In what follows we will show that this is a contradiction. Indeed, let

l~2
Wn = Y,Pnj\J-*™jX- (2-38)

j= 1
Substituting this expression of wn into Eq. (2.34), we obtain

^pnj\j\^n) + j2)sinJx = (2*39)
7=1

We also expand cos l(n)x into the following Fourier series:
°° [J

cos/(«)x = ^2fnJy-to&jx, (2.40)

with
f U-/(»)l = odd, (24|)

[ 0, otherwise.
Then it follows from Eq. (2.39) that

-■nZiyj |j - l(n)| = odd,Pnj = I *U -l\n))(j +il(n)) ' u v y| ' (2.42)
I 0, otherwise,

WD w«W = T,\Pnj\ J
j= 1

V   (n)   (2 43)
y-i.|iW-j|-o-d*V-/2(»))V + /2(»))

8y2, ,2\ (|/(»)| + 1)6> -V a
k2 "•/(n)l ; (2|/(«)| + 1)2[(|/(«)| + l)4 -f l2{n)]'

where the last inequality is derived by taking j — |/(«)| + 1. Clearly, when n is large
enough, the term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.43) is always larger than a positive
constant 5 independent of «,/(«), i.e.,

\\D2wJ2 >S >0. (2.44)
Thus it contradicts Eq. (2.37).
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(ii) If Eq. (1.14) fails to hold, then there must exist a sequence of Xn e C and
a sequence of hn e 3>{srf) c H with Xn e a(s/), ReA^ —> 0 (as n —> +oo), and
\\hn\\H = 1 such that

(XnI-s/)hn = Q. (2.45)

Taking the real part of the inner product of Eq. (2.45) with hn , we obtain

which also results in

ReAfl + k\\Dh^\\2 = 0, (2.46)

WDh^f -> 0. (2.47)
Since the first two components of Eq. (2.45) are

<v ̂G»)+U™= 0, (2.48)

it turns out from Eq. (2.47) that we again have Eq. (2.12). Repeating the same
argument as before, we have a contradiction again. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1
is complete.

3. Remarks. In this section we present two important remarks. In Remark 3.1
we show that our main result, Theorem 1.1, implies the inequality (1.13), which was
recently obtained by Revira [R]. In Remark 3.2 an application of Theorem 1.1 to the
Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) optimal control problem is given.

Remark 3.1. The inequality (1.13) is a consequence of Theorem 1.1.
Indeed, if u0 e H2 n , ul e //0', d0 e H2 n Hq , then

=f ( Mi ) e &(•&)■ (3-1)

Let

We have

•

z(t) = T(t)s/yQ e &(R+ , H). (3.2)

y(t) = f z(T) dr + y0e W{R+ , &{s/)) n f1 (R+ , H) (3.3)
Jo

satisfying

% = m 0.4)
On the other hand, by the well-known property of a C0-semigroup (see [Pa, p. 4,
Theorem 2.4]) we obtain

sfy = s4 [ T{T)s/y0dx + s/y0
Jo (3.5)

= T(t)j/y0 = z(t).
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Combining Eq. (3.5) with Eq. (3.4) yields that y(t) is also a classical solution of the
system (1.6) with initial datum y0 . By uniqueness we have

z{t) = ^=s/y. (3.6)

Therefore, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that
dy
dt = \\z(t)\\H<Me \Wy0\\H (3.7)

H

and
\\s*y\\H < Me~atWy0\\H. (3.8)

We now prove that there exist positive constants cx, c2 such that

cMrf + \\y2\\2H> + im*o < wywh ̂  + \\yA + IW&). (3.9)
Indeed, by the definitions (1.8) and (1.10), a straightforward application of Schwartz's
inequality yields

WyfH < c2(\\yi\\2H2 + \\y2\\2H> + ||y3||^), (3.10)
with c2 being a positive constant depending only on y and k .

On the other hand,

IMOIli = INI//' + \\°2yi ~vDy3\\2 + \\kD2y3-yDy2\\2. (3.11)
Applying Schwartz's inequality yields

||/cD2y3l|2 < 2(\\kD2y3 - yDy21|2 + \\yDy2\\2) (3.12)

and
\\D2yf < 2(||D\ - yDy3\\2 + \\yDy3\\2). (3.13)

By Eq. (2.1) we obtain

li2 = -(ofv 1)1 <r ^ us wH ik\\Dy3\\2 = -[s/y, y)H < ^\\y\?H + \\Wy\^H- (3.14)

Therefore, from Eqs. (3.11)—(3.14) we have

\\kD2y3\\2 + \\D2yi\\2 + \\y2\\2Hl < c3Js/y\\2H + c,e\\y\\2H, (3.15)

with c3 e > 0 depending on e, y , and k~, c4> 0 depending only on y, k . It follows
from Poincare's inequality and elliptic equation estimates that

\\y2\\<c5\\Dy2\\, (3.16)

(3.17)
IWI^<c6||£2y3||. (3.18)

Combining Eq. (3.15) with Eqs. (3.16)—(3.18) and taking e small enough, we obtain
the left part of inequality (3.9):

+ M2//' + IW&) ^ \Wyt- (3-19)
Thus the desired inequality (1.13) follows from Eqs. (3.7)—(3.9).
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Remark 3.2. Our main result, Theorem 1.1, has an important application to the
LQG optimal control problem.

Consider the control of the thermoelastic system
dy_
dt

with

+ F (3.20)

F= /. . (3.21;

Usually, the input F has the form

F = Bu{t) + Bfi(t), ?>0, (3.22)
and output z(t) has the form

z(t) = ffy + v(t), t> 0, (3.23)

where y is the mild solution to Eq. (3.20), u(t) e Rm , n(t) 6 Rl, z(t), v(t) e Rp ,
B e 3?(Rm , H), Be 3?(Rl, H), and ^ e &{H, Rp). Moreover, n and v are
stationary zero-mean Gaussian white noise processes with covariance matrices Y and
R, respectively, and R is positive definite.

Then the LQG optimal control problem is to minimize the cost functional

J{u) = lim E i - f' [(&y(t), y(t)) + u{t)^u{t)] dt 1 (3.24)
If-oo [tf J0 J

where $ e , H) and 31 e Rmxm are selfadjoint with <§ nonnegative and 3?
positive definite.

The theory for the infinite-dimensional LQG optimal control problem with
bounded input and output operator has been developed in [Ba, CP, G, GA], As
is the case in finite dimensions, the LQG problem separates into a deterministic
linear-quadratic regulator problem on the infinite interval and a dual state estimator
or filtering problem.

The existing theory shows that our Theorem 1.1 implies that the LQG optimal
control problem admits a unique solution u of the feedback in the form

u = -JTy{t) (3.25)
and so on (see [GRT] for more details).
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